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The Race To Be Myself by Caster Semenya

9781776192236 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R320

Caster Semenya is one of the greatest athletes ever to run the 800-metre. She went undefeated for 

almost four years, winning two Olympic gold medals and three World Athletics Championships, and set 

and broke numerous records. However, Caster’s life and career were devastated by accusations that 

she was not a woman and should not compete against other women as she was born with naturally 

elevated levels of testosterone. Required by the International Association of Athletics Federations to 

take hormone-altering drugs as a condition of competing in certain events, Caster for years suffered 

side effects that she describes as devastating to her health. Her predicament surfaced a still-raging 

firestorm over our understanding of gender and, of how gender plays out in sports, as well as our 

expectations of female athletes. 

The Running Grave by Robert Galbraith 

9781408730959 | Little Brown | TPB | R435

Private Detective Cormoran Strike is contacted by a worried father whose son, Will, has gone to join a 

religious cult in the depths of the Norfolk countryside. The Universal Humanitarian Church is, on the 

surface, a peaceable organisation that campaigns for a better world. Yet Strike discovers that 

beneath the surface there are deeply sinister undertones, and unexplained deaths. In order to try to 

rescue Will, Strike's business partner Robin Ellacott decides to infiltrate the cult and she travels to 

Norfolk to live incognito amongst them. But in doing so, she is unprepared for the dangers that await 

her there or for the toll it will take on her . . .
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The Land of Lost Things by John Connolly 

9781529391817 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R390

Phoebe, an eight-year-old girl, lies comatose following a car accident. She is a body without a spirit, a 

stolen child. Ceres, her mother, can only sit by her bedside and read aloud to Phoebe the fairy stories 

she loves in the hope they might summon her back to this world. But it is hard to keep faith, so very 

hard. Now an old house on the hospital grounds, a property connected to a book written by a 

vanished author, is calling to Ceres. Something wants her to enter, and to journey - to a land coloured 

by the memories of Ceres's childhood, and the folklore beloved of her father, to a land of witches and 

dryads, giants and mandrakes; to a land where old enemies are watching and waiting.

The Turnglass by Gareth Rubin

9781398514508 | Simon & Schuster | TPB | R380

1880s England. On the bleak island of Ray, off the Essex coast, an idealistic young doctor, Simeon 

Lee, is called from London to treat his cousin, Parson Oliver Hawes, who is dying. Parson Hawes, 

who lives in the only house on the island, Turnglass House, believes he is being poisoned. And he 

points the finger at his sister-in-law, Florence. Florence was declared insane after killing Oliver’s 

brother in a jealous rage and is now kept in a glass-walled apartment in Oliver’s library. 

1930s California. Celebrated author Oliver Tooke, the son of the state governor, is found dead in his 

writing hut off the coast of the family residence, Turnglass House. An investigation leads him to the 

mysterious kidnapping of Oliver’s brother when they were children, and the subsequent secret 

incarceration of his mother, Florence, in an asylum. 

Payback in Death by J. D. Robb

9780349433912 | Little Brown | TPB | R360

When a retired police officer is found dead in his home, Lt. Eve Dallas and the team are called to 

the scene to investigate. 

The victim is Martin Greenleaf, former Captain of Internal Affairs. 

At first glance it looks like suicide, but Eve thinks there could be more to this carefully laid scene 

than meets the eye.
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Wildfire by Hannah Grace

9781398525719 | Simon & Schuster | PBO | R280

When Russ and Aurora cross paths at a university party, a drinking game ends with them spending 

the night together. The next day, Aurora slips away before Russ learns her full name. 

This anonymity ends when they both turn up to their first day of work as camp counsellors. 

A job they had both chosen to escape Maple Hills for the summer. 

Given their history, there’s still an obvious tension between the two but the camp has a strict “no 

staff fraternizing” rule. Russ doesn’t want to risk heading home early but Aurora has never been one 

for rules. 

King of Greed by Ana Huang 

9780349436357 | Little Brown | BPB | R280

He has everything, a beautiful home, a beautiful wife and more money than he could spend in a 

lifetime. But no matter how much he accumulates, he's never satisfied. In his endless quest for more, 

he drives away the only person who saw him as enough. It isn't until she's gone that he realizes 

there may be more to life than riches and glory. Kind, intelligent, and thoughtful, Alessandra 

Davenport has played the role of trophy wife for years. She stood by her husband while he built an 

empire, but now that they've reached the top, she realizes he's no longer the man she fell for. When 

it becomes clear that she'll always come second to his work, she finally takes charge of her life and 

puts herself first, even if it means leaving the only man she's ever loved.

All the Light We Cannot See FTI by Anthony Doerr

9780008548353 | HarperCollins | PB | R300

Marie-Laure has been blind since the age of six. Her father builds a perfect miniature of their Paris 

neighbourhood so she can memorize it by touch and navigate her way home. But when the Nazis 

invade, father and daughter flee with a dangerous secret. Werner is a German orphan, destined to 

labour in the same mine that claimed his father’s life, until he discovers a knack for engineering. His 

talent wins him a place at a brutal military academy, but his way out of obscurity is built on suffering.

At the same time, far away in a walled city by the sea, an old man discovers new worlds without 

ever setting foot outside his home. But all around him, impending danger closes in.
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Herc by Phoenicia Rogerson

9780008589837 | HarperCollins | TPB | R380

This should be the story of Hercules: his twelve labours, his endless adventures…everyone’s favourite 

hero, right? Well, it’s not.

This is the story of everyone else:

Alcmene: Herc’s mother (She has knives everywhere)

Hylas: Herc’s first friend (They were more than friends)

Megara: Herc’s wife (She’ll tell you about their marriage)

Eurystheus: Oversaw Herc’s labours (He never asked for the job)

His friends, his enemies, his wives, his children, his lovers, his rivals, his gods, his victims.

It’s time to hear their stories.

The Princess by Wendy Holden 

9781787397576 | Welbeck | TPB | R395

Diana believes in love. Growing up amid the fallout of her parents' bitter divorce, she takes refuge in 

romantic novels. She dreams of being rescued by a handsome prince.

Prince Charles loves his freedom. He's in no rush to wed, but his family have other ideas. Charles 

must marry for the future of the Crown.

The right girl needs to be found, and fast. She must be young, aristocratic and free of past liaisons.

The teenage Diana Spencer is just about the only candidate. Her desperation to be loved dovetails 

with royal desperation for a bride.

But the route to the altar is full of hidden obstacles and people with their own agendas.

The Wake-Up Call by Beth O'Leary

9781529418255 | Quercus | TPB | R390

It's the busiest time of the year, and Forest Manor Hotel is quite literally falling apart. So, when sworn 

enemies Izzy and Lucas are given the same shift on the hotel's front desk, they have no choice but to 

put their differences aside. The hotel won't stay afloat without some sort of miracle. But when Izzy 

returns a guest's lost wedding ring, the reward convinces management this might fix everything. With 

four rings still sitting in lost property, the race is on for Izzy and Lucas to save their beloved hotel and 

their jobs. As their bitter rivalry turns into something much more complicated, Izzy and Lucas begin to 

wonder if there's more at stake here than the hotel's future. Can the two of them make it through the 

season with their hearts intact?

Fiction
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From a Far and Lovely Country by Alexander McCall Smith 

9780349145990 | Little Brown | TPB | R390

If you are the founder and Managing Director of the No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency, you may expect 

complete strangers to approach you with their problems. And if you are Precious Ramotswe, you are a 

kind and helpful person who will be willing to take on a quest to find the relatives of a man who, many 

years ago, left the country for the uncertainties and dangers of a distant conflict. While that is going 

on, though, there may be other things that claim your attention - such as the shocking news that a club 

that calls itself the Cool Singles Evening Club is encouraging married men to pretend to be single and 

meet women under false pretences. Who can be behind such a distasteful venture? Mma Ramotswe 

shows great tact in dealing with this situation and avoids harm to the innocent.

A Lady’s Guide to Scandal by Sophie Irwin 

9780008519582 | HarperCollins | TPB | R380

Widowed at just seven-and-twenty from her marriage of convenience, Eliza, now Countess of 

Somerset, is bequeathed a fortune, hers to keep, provided she can steer clear of scandal.

The last thing she expects is to be torn between two very different men, a face from the past, whose 

loss she’s always mourned, and a roguish poet, who scorns convention.

But a lady’s reputation is fragile and with jealous eyes on Eliza’s fortune, it will only take one whisper 

of gossip for her to lose it all…

Rouge by Mona Awad

9781398504943 | Simon & Schuster | TPB | R395

For as long as she can remember, Belle has been insidiously obsessed with her skin and skincare 

videos. When her estranged mother Noelle mysteriously dies, Belle finds herself back in Southern 

California, dealing with her mother’s considerable debts and grappling with lingering questions about 

her death. The stakes escalate when a strange woman in red appears at the funeral, offering a 

tantalizing clue about her mother’s demise, followed by a cryptic video about a transformative spa 

experience. With the help of a pair of red shoes, Belle is lured into the barbed embrace of La Maison 

de Méduse, the same lavish, culty spa to which her mother was devoted. There, Belle discovers the 

frightening secret behind her (and her mother’s) obsession with the mirror and the great shimmering 

depths (and demons) that lurk on the other side of the glass.

Fiction
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North Woods by Daniel Mason 

9781399809290 | John Murray | TPB | R415

A young Puritan couple on the run. 

An English soldier with a fantastic vision. 

Inseparable twin sisters. 

A lovelorn painter and a lusty beetle. 

A desperate mother and her haunted son. 

A ruthless con man and a stalking panther.

Buried secrets. Madness, dreams and hope. All are connected. The dark, raucous, beautiful past is 

very much alive.

The Figurine by Victoria Hislop 

9781472263957 | Headline | TPB | R390

When Helena inherits her grandparents' apartment in Athens, she is overwhelmed with memories of 

the summers she spent there as a child, when Greece was under a brutal military dictatorship. Her 

remote, cruel grandfather was one of the regime's generals and as she sifts through the dusty rooms, 

Helena discovers an array of valuable objects and antiquities. How did her grandfather amass such a 

trove? What human price was paid for them? Helena's desire to find answers about her heritage 

dovetails with a growing curiosity for archaeology, ignited by a summer spent with volunteers on a dig 

on an Aegean island. Their finds fuel her determination to protect the precious fragments recovered 

from the baked earth and to understand the origins of her grandfather's collection.

West Heart Kill by Dann McDorman

9781526666239 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R380

It's the Fourth of July weekend at the prestigious West Heart country club. Gathered for cocktails on 

the first evening are just some of the guests: the club president, the treasurer and his pregnant wife, 

the snooping schoolboy, the bereaved father, the taciturn caretaker, the prospective member, the 

private detective...

And there will also be a body.

And a fiendish mystery to solve.

But everything else is to play for.

And you are about to find out that you have a role to play in this mystery too.

Fiction
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Love At First Flight by Jo Watson 

9781035400539 | Headline | TPB | R390

After four months of only speaking over intercom, when air-traffic controller Pippa Edwards finally 

meets pilot Andrew Boyce-Jones face-to-face, they discover they've got much more in common than 

simply working at the same airport. In fact, they both need a date.

Tired of every relationship ending before it's even begun, Pippa wants to evade the inevitable 

questions at her dreaded ten-year school reunion in Cape Town. And Andrew needs to get his well-

meaning family off his back about settling down. The solution seems simple. A pact, a fake dating 

pact for as long as it's mutually beneficial. It's perfect. Or at least it would be if their very real attraction 

wasn't about to make Pippa question everything, she thought she wanted.

Yellow Wife by Sadeqa Johnson

9780349130606 | Little Brown | PBO | R280

Pheby Delores Brown was born on the Bell Plantation in Charles City, Virginia. The daughter of 

the estate's medicine woman, and cherished by the Master's sister, her days as an enslaved girl 

are almost over. She has been promised freedom on her eighteenth birthday. But when she finally 

turns eighteen, the life she has dreamed of is tragically torn from her. Instead of being free, she is 

thrust into the bowels of slavery at the infamous Devil's Half-Acre, a jail where slaves are broken, 

tortured and sold every day. Her life flashing before her eyes, Pheby is forced to become the 

mistress of the jailor, the brutal man who owns the prison. Yet even in hell, Pheby never loses 

sight of her freedom. 

A Daughter's Gift by Mollie Walton 

9781787399532 | Welbeck | PB | R275

It's a year since war was first announced and the dangers are becoming all too real for Rosina 

Calvert-Lazenby and her courageous daughters. When Raven Hall is requisitioned by the army, 

Rosina must do all she can to protect her family home from the rowdy troops. After Rosina's 

burgeoning relationship with young sergeant Harry is interrupted as he's posted abroad, the arrival 

of an older officer who takes a keen interest in her could also spell trouble. Meanwhile, Rosina's 

fearless second daughter, twenty-year-old Evelyn Calvert-Lazenby, decides to join the Auxiliary Fire 

Service. Determined to help with the Blitz effort in London, she faces extreme danger. Two kind 

professional firemen, the Bailey brothers, take her under their wing to help protect and guide her. 

But with the bombings getting worse, there can be no guarantees..

Fiction
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Thank You For Sharing by Rachel Runya Katz

9781804363270 | Canelo | BPB | R250

The last time Daniel Rosenberg and Liyah Cohen-Jackson spoke to each other was as teenagers, 

sharing a first kiss. But when the path of young love didn’t run smooth, and Liyah found her heart 

bruised by Daniel, they parted ways for ever… until they are seated together on an aeroplane fourteen 

years later, butting heads just as badly but consoling themselves that at least they will never have to 

see each other again. That is, until Daniel’s marketing firm gets hired by the museum where Liyah

works as a junior curator, and they’re forced to work together on a project that will change both of their 

careers. With every meeting, the tension (and chemistry) between Daniel and Liyah builds until they’re 

forced to confront the baggage from their childhood to work together.

The Golden Gate by Amy Chua

9781838959494 | Corvus | TPB | R350

Berkeley, California 1944: A former presidential candidate is assassinated in one of the rooms at the 

opulent Claremont Hotel. A rich industrialist, Walter Wilkinson could have been targeted by any 

number of adversaries. But Detective Al Sullivan’s investigation brings up the spectre of another 

tragedy at the Claremont ten years earlier: the death of seven-year-old Iris Stafford, a member of the 

wealthy and influential Bainbridge family. Some say she haunts the Claremont still. The many threads 

of the case keep leading Sullivan back to the three remaining Bainbridge heiresses, now adults: Iris’s 

sister, Isabella, and her cousins Cassie and Nicole. Determined not to let anything distract him from 

the truth, Sullivan follows his investigation to its devastating conclusion.

Let Us Descend by Jesmyn Ward 

9781526666727 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R380

Annis, sold south by the white enslaver who fathered her, is the listener’s guide through this 

hellscape. As she struggles through the miles-long march, Annis turns inward, seeking comfort from 

memories of her mother and stories of her African warrior grandmother. 

Throughout, she opens herself to a world beyond this world, one teeming with spirits: of earth and 

water, of myth and history; spirits who nurture and give, and those who manipulate and take. 

While Ward leads listeners through the descent, this, her fourth novel, is ultimately a story of rebirth 

and reclamation.

Fiction
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Harlem After Midnight by Louise Hare 

9780008494964 | HarperCollins | TPB | R380

1936, September 17th, 1am…

In the middle of Harlem, in the dead of night, a woman falls from a second storey window. In her 

hand, she holds a passport and the name written on it is Lena Aldridge.

Nine days earlier… Lena arrived in Harlem less than two weeks ago, full of hope for her burgeoning 

romance with Will Goodman, the handsome musician she met on board the Queen Mary. Will has 

arranged for Lena to stay with friends of his, and this will give her the chance to find out if their 

relationship is going anywhere. But there is another reason she's in Harlem, to find out what 

happened in 1908 to make her father flee to London.

The Lie Maker by Linwood Barclay 

9780008555702 | HarperCollins | TPB | R410

Your dad’s not a good person. Your dad killed people, son.

These are some of the last words Jack Givins’s father spoke to him before he was whisked away by 

witness protection, leaving Jack and his mother to pick up the shattered pieces of their lives. Years 

later, Jack is a struggling author, recruited by the U.S. Marshals to create false histories for people in 

witness protection. Jack realises this may be a chance to find his dad but then he discovers he’s 

gone missing, and he could be in serious danger. Jack knows he has to track him down. But how will 

he find a man he’s never truly known? And how will he evade his father’s deadly enemies, enemies 

who wouldn’t think twice about using his own son against him?

One Blood by Denene Millner

9780008441913 | HarperCollins | TPB | R410

Three women are tied together by blood, love and family secrets.

Raised by her beloved grandmother in tension-filled, segregated Virginia, Grace is barely a 

teenager when she falls in love and ends up pregnant, she is quickly hidden away: then, in the 

ultimate act of betrayal, her baby girl is taken from her and given up for adoption. Beautiful, 

intelligent and fierce, Delores a.k.a. Lolo has never had it easy, her life riddled with pain and loss. 

Her brightest dream is to be married and to have a family of her own. When Lolo’s headstrong 

daughter Rae discovers that she is adopted, and that she is about to become a mother herself, she 

knows that there is an important reckoning that must be faced about herself and her two mothers.

Fiction
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You’d Look Better as a Ghost by Joanna Wallace

9781800811300 | Profile | TPB | R380

The night after her father's funeral, Claire meets Lucas in a bar. Lucas doesn't know it, but it's not a 

chance meeting. One thoughtless mistyped email has put him in the crosshairs of an extremely put-

out serial killer. But even before they make eye contact, before Claire lets him buy her a drink, before 

she takes him home and carves him up into little pieces, something about that night is very wrong. 

Because someone is watching Claire. Someone who is about to discover her murderous little hobby.

The thing is, it's not sensible to tangle with a part-time serial killer, even one who is distracted by 

attending a weekly bereavement support group and trying to get her art career off the ground. 

Claire will do anything to keep her secret hidden.

The Hurricane Blonde by Halley Sutton 

9780749030629 | Allison & Busby | TPB | R320

Salma Lowe understands better than anyone how Hollywood chews up and spits out starlets. She is 

the offspring of Hollywood royalty, a former child-star turned guide on a true crime bus tour and sister 

to Tawney, dubbed the ‘Hurricane Blonde’, who was murdered in the mid-’90s. The case remains 

unsolved. Then she discovers another dead woman with an uncanny resemblance to Tawney on the 

very property where her sister was killed. Salma has to face the fact that a killer has struck again and 

with the police investigation going nowhere, she needs to plunge herself back into Los Angeles’ 

seductive allure to find the culprit. But the search for the truth will take her deep into the rotten heart of 

Hollywood past and present, and into her family’s dark secrets.

The Christmas Guest by Peter Swanson

9780571378777 | Faber & Faber | HB | R285

When Ashley Smith, a bright-eyed but lonely American studying in London is invited to spend 

Christmas with her classmate's family at their Cotswolds manor house, it seems like a perfect country 

idyll. 

And for Ashley, who records it all in her diary, there's the added romantic potential of her friend's twin 

brother, Adam, who she thinks could be her wildest dream come true.

But is there something strange about the old house, both stately and rundown? What could the 

motives of the mysterious Chapman family be? And what holiday horrors might be lying in wait?

Fiction
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The Mysterious Double Death of Honey Black by Lisa Hall

9781804365946 | Canelo | BPB | R250

It is 2019 and Lily Jones is living her dream in LA. Sort of. It hasn’t quite turned out as she planned 

and instead of working as a movie producer, she is cleaning at the prestigious Beverly Hills Hotel. At 

least she gets to work in the renowned Paul Williams suite, site of the brutal murder of Honey Black 

70 years ago, shrouded in rumour and dark glamour. It is 1949 and Honey Black is about to hit the 

big time and Hollywood had better watch out, nothing can stop her now! After an accidental bump to 

the head, Lily finds herself in Hollywood, 1949. Like a dream come true, she is rubbing shoulders 

with the great and good of Tinseltown. Including Honey Black... Horrified, Lily realises that the 

actress has only two weeks left to live before she will be murdered.

The Romanov Code by Gavin Collinson 

9781802793666 | Welbeck | PB | R275

Private detective Marc Novak is given one week to find the lost treasure of the Romanovs, or his 

friends and family will be killed.

But he's got to stay one step ahead of assassins, the Russian secret service and a mysterious, 

beautiful former spy if he's to stand any chance of saving his own life, let alone those of his loved 

ones.

Outnumbered, outgunned but never out-thought, Novak must use all his guile and audacity if he's to 

unravel the deadly riddle of the Romanov Code . . .

Fiction
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Worthy by Jada Pinkett Smith 

9780008615000 | HarperCollins | TPB | R410

An impactful and rare memoir that engages and educates, Worthy is a courageous love song to self, 

to family, to life, and to the world.

From an unconventional upbringing in Baltimore, to an unconventional marriage to one of the most 

famous men in the world, adhering to the status quo has never been a familiar road for Jada Pinkett 

Smith. 

In Worthy, Smith strips herself of all the labels and stories crafted by others and reclaims her narrative 

with radical self-love. 

Worthy teaches us who Jada is, and how to embrace our most authentic loveable souls.

Jojo: Finally Home by Johannes Radebe 

9781399722728 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R415

Jojo: Finally Home is his never-before-told story, where he shares the experiences and challenges, 

he's faced, from growing up in Zamdela, a township in South Africa, as a young boy with a passion for 

dance (and playing with Barbies), to becoming the star he is today. Dance transformed Jojo's future, 

giving him a tool to express himself, but as you will learn, this was not always easy. Captivating and 

moving, these are Jojo's tales of euphoric highs and all-time lows, of making history, of grief, love, 

family and opportunity. It is a celebration of him finally feeling at home in his own skin. These are the 

personal moments that have shaped him into the man he is today, someone who lives life to the full 

and believes that no mountain is insurmountable.

Emperor of Rome by Mary Beard 

9781846683787 | Profile | HB | R645

Emperor of Rome is not your usual chronological account of Roman rulers, one after another: the 

mad Caligula, the monster Nero, the philosopher Marcus Aurelius. Beard asks bigger questions: 

What power did emperors actually have? 

Was the Roman palace really so bloodstained?

Emperor of Rome goes directly to the heart of Roman (and our own) fantasies about what it was to 

be Roman, offering an account of Roman history as it has never been presented before.
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Straight from the Heart by Bonnie Tyler 

9781399726269  | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R435

After five decades in the business, during which time she has recorded some of the most iconic songs 

of all time, travelled the world and performed for royalty and the Pope, Bonnie is sharing her 

fascinating journey for the first time. And she's not holding back.

From her early days growing up in a tiny mining village in South Wales, to her career as a club singer 

that led to her accidental discovery by a talent scout, the Top of the Pops devotee had no idea she 

would one day grace the infamous illuminated stage alongside some of her biggest idols. Her rise to 

fame would sound like a fairy tale if it wasn't all true.

The Abuse of Power by Theresa May

9781035410460 | Headline | TPB | R470

As Prime Minister for three years and Home Secretary for six years, Theresa May confronted a series 

of issues in which the abuse of power led to devastating results for individuals and significantly 

damaged the reputation of, and trust in, public institutions and politicians. From the Hillsborough and 

Grenfell tragedies, to the Daniel Morgan case and parliamentary scandals, the powerful repeatedly 

chose to use their power not in the interests of the powerless but to serve themselves or to protect the 

organisation to which they belonged. The Abuse of Power is a searing exposé of injustice and an 

impassioned call to exercise power for the greater good.

Behind The Shoulder Pads by Joan Collins 

9781399609975 | Orion |TPB | R435

Dame Joan Collins has always believed one should retain some mystery in life and hide a knowing 

smile behind one's shoulder pads. In her new book, she returns in dazzling form to share her most 

memorable moments from her eclectic and vibrant life, in and out of the limelight. Taking us on an 

incredible journey from her early years as a young star in the golden era of Hollywood. Joan writes 

movingly about her grief and adventures with her sister Jackie, delving deeper into the ups and 

downs of love and relationships, and her happiness with husband Percy. Filled with a cast of 

household names, Behind the Shoulder Pads is a spectacularly entertaining tour-de-force bound to 

delight and shock in equal measures.
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Legacy by James Ker

9781472103536 | Little Brown | HB | R415

Champions do extra.

They sweep the sheds. They follow the spearhead. They keep a blue head. They are good ancestors.

In Legacy, best-selling author James Kerr goes deep into the heart of the world's most successful 

sporting team, the legendary All Blacks of New Zealand, to reveal 15 powerful and practical lessons 

for leadership and business. Legacy is a unique, inspiring handbook for leaders in all fields, and asks: 

What are the secrets of success, sustained success? How do you achieve world-class standards, day 

after day, week after week, year after year? How do you handle pressure? How do you train to win at 

the highest level? What do you leave behind you after you're gone?

Unstoppable by Mark Hughes 

9781472299086 | Headline | TPB | R435

No Hollywood scriptwriter could possibly have envisioned the breathless, adrenaline-pumping climax 

to the 2021 Formula 1 season. On the very last lap of the final race of an unbelievably arduous and 

controversial season, Red Bull's Max Verstappen nervelessly overtook the seven-time World 

Champion Lewis Hamilton of Mercedes to clinch the first place that thrust the young prodigy to the 

narrowest of victories and to his first World Drivers' title. He followed up by taking the 2022 title as 

well. Verstappen may only be 25 years of age, but the Dutch motorsport sensation has an incredible 

record in F1. This young man has already left an indelible mark on the sport. The son of F1 driver Jos, 

Verstappen junior quickly stepped out of his father's shadow: his youthful charisma, ferocious speed, 

fearless driving style and refusal to back down mark him out as a true champion. 

Grow Up by Gary John Bishop 

9781399725774 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R435

Do you want to be the best parent you can be? We all want to be good parents, but our pasts hold 

us back. We all feel like we're failing at parenting.

In Grow Up, personal development guru Gary John Bishop shows us how to let go of what came 

before and start taking action. Gary argues we're never going to measure up to the perfect parent 

model, this book will equip you to think about how you show up in the world to nurture your 

children in the present. No more tips and tricks, Grow Up will help you take charge of the direction 

of your life and show your kids how to follow theirs.
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Coco Chanel by Isabelle Fiemeyer

9780500027318 | Thames & Hudson | HB | R585

Coco Chanel was an emancipated fashion revolutionary. Raised by nuns in an orphanage, she rose 

to become a star of the world of couture and a byword for stylish elegance. But now, a fascinating 

new light can be shed on her life and career. During the Second World War, Chanel closed her 

couture house, but accepted the enemy’s help in rescuing her beloved nephew from a prison camp. 

However, as newly declassified information reveals, she did not supply any information in exchange 

for this favour. Moreover, it now seems that she was unknowingly listed as an agent because of her 

British connections and friendship with Winston Churchill. Featuring unpublished and exclusive 

content, this evocative portrait is based on years of painstaking archive research and tells the true 

story of the twentieth century’s most celebrated yet enigmatic fashion icon.

Bowie at the BBC by Tom Hagler 

9781802796209 | Welbeck | HB | R650

David Bowie had a unique relationship with the BBC, making more appearances on 'the beeb' than 

any other broadcaster throughout his career. An anonymous pre-fame teenager, a blossoming starlet, 

a white-hot rock star and a veritable elder statesman of pop: the BBC had the inside scoop on it all.

In this fascinating collection of BBC television and radio transcripts, Bowie's life story is told in his own 

words, across more than 35 appearances spanning over forty years. Each provides an illuminating 

snapshot of moments in a remarkable career. But read together, they offer a completely new take on 

Bowie himself, a first-person look at the rise and rise of a star.

War of the Windsors by Nigel Cawthorne

9781802797183 | Welbeck | HB | R515

War of the Windsors tells, for the first time, the complete story of Charles and Andrew from their 

diverging childhoods to their current struggles. It looks at the distinct but overlapping stories of the 

two heirs, from being separated in their early years and the Queen's supposed overindulgence of 

Andrew to the competition for Lady Diana and finally, Charles' ascension to throne while his brother 

is stripped of Royal duties. And it explores whether, with the scandals around Andrew still fresh in 

public memory, Charles will ever let his brother back into the family. With extensive research and 

expert sourcing, War of the Windsors is the incredible inside story of a family in turmoil. 
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Non- Fiction

The Little Guide to Louis Vuitton by Orange Hippo!

9781800695337 | Welbeck | HB | R180

For over 150 years, Louis Vuitton's monographed bags have been associated with style and 

luxury. Born in 1821, he had left home at 13 to seek his fortune in Paris where he became an 

apprentice box-maker which eventually led him to introductions at the French Royal Court. With 

royal endorsement, Louis opened of his first workshop in 1854 where his skills and innovations 

established his brand as one of Europe's most popular. Passing his passion for crafting beautiful 

luggage onto his son, Georges, and later his grandson Gaston-Louis, they ensured the company 

continued to grow, surviving two world wars, to become the luxury brand it's renowned for. Louis 

Vuitton stores opened in cities throughout the world and expanded into other high-end brands. 

The Little Book of Messi by Orange Hippo!

9781800695351 | Welbeck | HB | R180

The humble and shy youngster from a working-class family in Rosario, Argentina, who was 

diagnosed with a growth hormone deficiency at the age of 11, would become one of the most famous 

footballers of all time and realise a boyhood dream by captaining Argentina to World Cup glory in 

2022. Messi's popularity around the globe remains undiminished, adored by millions of football fans 

who put rivalries aside to salute this incredible footballer. He has won every major honour there is to 

win, including the coveted Ballon d'Or on a record seven occasions and a record two World Cup 

Golden Ball awards. His incredible career is mostly centred around his 21-year stay with Barcelona 

where is revered as a footballing god.

The Rescue by Andy McNab 

9781802796865 | Welbeck | TPB | R425

It is 2012 and in Northern Afghanistan, an international crisis has erupted.

A group of aid workers have been kidnapped by local insurgents and are now hidden in a winding 

mountain region. After attempts to negotiate a deal with the bandits fail, and with the lives of the 

hostages hanging in the balance, there is only option...

SAS and Navy SEALs are sent in to find and free them.

The Rescue is the action-packed story of the special forces' attempts to save the hostages from 

almost certain death. Drawing on classified sources and using his own personal insight into the 

inner-workings of these units, Andy McNab gives a page-turning account of this incredible mission.
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BTS: Icons of K-Pop by Adrian Besley

9781789295474 | Michael O'Mara | PB | R285

This fully revised and updated edition of the bestselling biography covers their journey from debut to 

Map of the Soul: 7 and looks at how this group of guys from South Korea have taken over the world. 

RM, Jin, SUGA, j-hope, Jimin, V and Jungkook can sing, dance and rap, and write and produce their 

own music too. From humble beginnings at a small agency to topping charts all over the world, their 

story is truly incredible, and testament to the amazing talent and hard work of each of the members. 

Their dedicated fanbase, ARMY, have supported them through thick and thin, celebrating triumphs 

alongside their idols and pushing them to ever-greater heights.

Scattershot by Bernie Taupin 

9781800960787 | Octopus | TPB | R435

This is the memoir music fans have been waiting for. Half of one of the greatest creative partnerships 

in popular music, Bernie Taupin is the man who wrote the lyrics for Elton John, who conceived the 

ideas that spawned countless hits, and sold millions and millions of records. Together, they were a 

duo, a unit, an immovable object. Their extraordinary, half-century-and-counting creative relationship 

has been chronicled in biopics (like 2019's Rocketman) and even John's own autobiography, Me. But 

Taupin, a famously private person, has kept his own account of their adventures close to his chest, 

until now. Written with honesty and candour, Scattershot allows the reader to witness events 

unfolding from Taupin's singular perspective, sometimes front and center, sometimes from the edge, 

yet always described vibrantly, with an infectious energy that only a vivid songwriter's prose could 

offer. 

Oh Miriam! by Miriam Margolyes 

9781399803366 | John Murray | TPB | R435

Oh Miriam! has been such a constant refrain in my life, said in all kinds of tones, laughs, surprised 

gasps and orgasmic sighs (I'm hoping for all those from you as you read on!), that it had to be the 

title of this book. And with a cast list that stretches from Churchill to di Caprio, Dahl to Dietrich, 

Princess Margaret to Maggie Smith, I've got so much more to tell you and so much more to say.

My chapters range from 'How to Stay Married' to 'Don't Let the Bastards Get You Down'. Discover 

how to break the thickest conversational ice; why swearing is actually good for you (though not on 

the Today programme); the unexpected things I actually learnt at school and what my Spice Girl 

name would be.
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The Rough Guide to the A-Z of Travel Destinations by Rough Guides

9781839052729 | Rough Guides | HB | R740

At once inspirational and practical, The Rough Guide to the A-Z of Travel features three 

destinations per letter, each of them categorised by budget, shoestring, mid-budget, and luxury 

travel. Every entry boasts a pithy overview of why you should visit the destination, with a round-

up of the best places to visit, stay and eat, according to the particular budget. Budget travellers 

will come away armed with top tips about the best hostels to bed down in, and the best free 

things to do and see in each destination. Mid-budget travellers will discover recommended 

affordable hotels, and how to secure discounts for top attractions. Meanwhile, those for whom 

money is no object will find recommendations for luxurious hotels and world-class, fine dining 

restaurants.
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Even More Basics to Brilliance by Donna Hay 

9781460764602 | HarperCollins | HB | R830

In Even More Basics to Brilliance, you'll find many more of those much-loved foundation recipes 

everyone needs in their cooking repertoire, with simple flavour switch-ups and shortcuts to take you 

from basics to brilliance in the kitchen, including simple and nourishing base stock for ramen (hello, 

bowls of umami), the tastiest oven-roasted tomato sauce (say goodbye to stirring at the stove-top!) 

and the easiest, serve-with-everything yoghurt flatbreads, not to mention the fluffiest foolproof carrot 

cake and a show-stopping Basque cheesecake.Each recipe is followed by clever variations and 

flavour shortcuts to make them even easier to master, while giving home cooks the confidence to 

elevate their cooking to delicious new heights. 

Pub Kitchen by Tom Kerridge 

9781472981653 | Bloomsbury | HB | R930

Welcome to my PUB KITCHEN.

‘British pub food has come so far over the past decade and it's been really exciting to see. In 

celebration, I've taken the most popular items on the menus in brilliant modern British pubs and 

given them a few fresh twists. This is food for everyone - it's the food I'm excited about, it's the food 

I like to cook at home, and I hope you enjoy it too.' Tom Kerridge has spent a lifetime perfecting 

next-level pub cooking. In Pub Kitchen he distils that knowhow into 100 super-tasty recipes for 

home cooks. Taking inspiration from modern gastropubs, Tom's recipes are simple, contemporary 

and delicious.

How to Eat Chocolate by Sarah Ford

9781837760145 | Thames & Hudson | HB | R515

There’s a whole world of chocolate-y creativity out there for you to experiment with. Grab a 

saucepan, a couple of bowls and a wooden spoon, and you’ll quickly be creating chocolate 

balloons, dainty chocolate cups, bonfire-roasted banana splits, gourmet-spiced hot chocolate with 

all the flavours, mug cakes and brownies. 

Choc-full of delicious richness, the recipes in How to Eat Chocolate will inspire greed, gluttony and 

self-indulgence, all the virtues that a self-respecting chocoholic holds dear and the colourful retro-

style illustrations will make it an irresistible gift.
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Sundays by Sophie Godwin 

9781922616579 | Murdoch | HB | R595

Sundays are special. Yes, sometimes we might feel like we're slowly dying because of the night 

before, yet even then, there's joy to be had in the ravenous hunger, copious carbs, and the legitimacy 

of binge-watching a TV show, especially if the weather is dreary. Other times, Sunday is about 

sharing, feasting with friends, BBQing, leisurely long lunches or brunches because it's the one day of 

the week when mealtimes are flexible. Or perhaps it's a Sunday reset, the self-love of a bath, book, 

and a big plate of greens. Whichever way you Sunday, it's the perfect day for cooking and eating and 

feeling present, whatever mood you're in.

The Plain Cake Appreciation Society by Tilly Pamment 

9781922616685 | Murdoch | HB | R595

Welcome to The Plain Cake Appreciation Society. Where 52 simple, seasonal cake recipes inspire 

you to pause throughout the year, bake something delicious, and reflect on all that's good in your 

world. The conversations and comfort that come from what home baker and photographer Tilly 

Pamment calls 'little pockets of cake calm' become nourishment for your soul to carry you through into 

the next week. Find your own slice of joy with: Weekday Lemon Cake, Raspberry-studded Tea Bars, 

Rainy Day Chocolate Loaf and Ginger Rose Madeleines. 

Uncomplicated and easy to make, these recipes will provide delicious inspiration all year round.

Every Night of the Week Veg by Lucy Tweed

9781922616517 | Murdoch | PB | R510

It's a daily slog to get veg into the mouths of every member of the household. Welcome to your sanity 

solution: delicious meals that vegetarians and meat-eaters will love in equal measure, served with a 

generous dollop of Lucy Tweed's trademark wit. 

Choose your own daily adventure!

Monday Cowboy Pasta Dreams Pasta, Toned-down Tuesdays Big, bold flavours, Saucy Wet 

Wednesdays Soups and curries and slurries and spice, Carbs-Filled-With-Things Thursdays, 

Phat Snack Fridays Throw-it-together munchies, The Bold and the Beautiful Saturday Salads, 

BBQ,day Sunday Oeufs and Sweet Anytime Treats Just because.
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Pizza Night by Deborah Kaloper

9781922754455 | Abrams | HB | R515

Get the party started with Sopressa & Olive Panzerotti or Pizzette Fritte. Satisfy the whole family 

with a fan-favorites like Pepperoni, Margherita, or Hawaiian. Experiment with new pizza 

combinations like Kimchi Gochujang or Peach with Goat’s Cheese, Radicchio & Candied Walnuts. 

Dig into a Detroit-style Hottie or a Chicago Veggie Pie and finish the night off with a Banana 

Nutella Calzone with Mascarpone.  With pizza to suit any night, whether you’re making pizzas with 

friends, have a date to impress, or want to curl up on the couch with a calzone for one, this book 

has thin pizza, thick pizza, focaccia pizza, sweet pizza, and the best of pizza’s cousins. So, get out 

the cheese and toppings, and get ready to slice up a great time.

Chili Crisp by James Park 

9781797219769 | Chronicle | HB | R585

If you love chili crisp already, this book is for you. If you're new to it, this book is for you. With over 50 

recipes, Chili Crisp is here for you, wherever you are on your spicy life journey. Chili crisp is a magical 

ingredient that tingles with heat, crunches with fried garlic and onions, and slicks any food with oily 

goodness. Stir it into soup, toss it with noodles, or drizzle it on warm, buttery biscuits. It's both a 

foodie obsession and a surprise secret weapon for adding spice and depth to any meal. 

James Park, food writer and chili crisp devotee, writes a love letter to his favourite ingredient across 

50 recipes. These approachable and adaptable recipes could fill your whole day with chili crisp.

The Chocolate Spoon by The Silver Spoon Kitchen

9781838667092 | Phaidon | HB | R1165

This new book on everyone's favourite ingredient features 100 of the best Silver Spoon chocolate 

recipes, accompanied by all-new photography and design, as well as 30 core recipes for working 

with chocolate, each with step-by-step photography. Featuring dark, milk, ruby, and white chocolate, 

every aspect of this beloved ingredient is covered in depth in this book: its history, composition, 

various types, and the secrets behind working with chocolate successfully. The basic techniques are 

accompanied by step-by-step images, guiding cooks through the various necessary processes, and 

providing valuable tips for tackling more complex preparations, such as tempering, glazing, and 

creating shapes and decorations in chocolate.
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Foolproof Air Fryer by Louise Kenney 

9781787139671 | Hardie Grant | HB | R340

Air frying is a miraculous cooking method: you get all the satisfaction of fried food, without the 

mess, it’s versatile (as well as “frying”, you can bake, roast, steam and more), and it makes simple 

and satisfying dishes in minimal time. From golden, fluffy chips and flaky Empanadas to sweet and 

smoky Chicken Wings and cheesy Arancini, Foolproof Air Fryer includes a huge variety of quick 

and easy dishes that make the most of this must-have kitchen appliance. All the recipes use metric 

measurements, suitable for the UK market. The Foolproof series celebrates the simple ways to 

cook, eat and enjoy different dishes and techniques, and offers amazing new ways to elevate 

classics, as well revealing new sure-to-be favourites.

Gluten Free Christmas by Becky Excell

9781837831203 | Hardie Grant | HB | R535

Gluten Free Christmas will show you just how simple it is to recreate all your festive favourites, 

from Christmas Eve nibbles and the main event, to sweet treats, edible gifts and a Boxing Day 

feast.

Best-selling author Becky Excell has spent years developing delicious dishes and sharing them 

with her followers on Instagram.

She is here to show you that a gluten-free Christmas can be enjoyable and easy, without having to 

miss out on anything. An essential book when it comes to gluten-free home cooking, Gluten Free 

Christmas will ensure that you have the best Christmas ever.

Simple Noodles by Pippa Middlehurst 

9781787139541 | Hardie Grant | HB | R485

In Simple Noodles, Pippa Middlehurst guides you through making your favourite noodle dishes 

at home with 60 versatile recipes that make the most of packet noodles.

From quick stir-fries to saucy noodles, soupy noodles and jazzed-up instant noodles, each 

recipe is useful, practical and easy to follow.

Perfect for anyone who wants quick and easy dishes that don’t compromise on flavour.
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Vietnamese Made Easy by Thuy Diem Pham

9781787139688 | Hardie Grant | HB | R535

From broths and noodle soups to salads and stir-fries, Vietnamese Made Easy is a modern and 

vibrant collection of quick, easy, flavoursome recipes.

Vietnamese food is all about the balance of sweet and salty and sour and bitter and umami, as 

well as the contrast of elements like texture and temperature, but it doesn’t need to be 

complicated.

With accessible ingredients and simple, practical instructions, Vietnamese Made Easy reveals how 

you can easily prepare delicious Vietnamese dishes bursting with flavour at home.

One Wok, One Pot by Kwoklyn Wan

9781787139084 | Hardie Grant | HB | R410

One Pot, One Wok offers 80 effortless recipes that are cooked in just one pot, a slow cooker, rice 

cooker, traditional clay pot or, of course, the humble wok. 

From 15-Minute Veggie Low Mein and Chilli Bean Hot Pot to Pork Congee and Clay Pot Fish Stew, 

Kwoklyn Wan shares a collection of much-loved, tasty and foolproof recipes to make at home.

Just prep a few ingredients, use your favourite pot and reduce the washing up, with this brilliant 

book that every kitchen needs.

Five Ingredient Vegan by Katy Beskow

9781787135284 | Hardie Grant | HB | R520

From the author of 15 Minute Vegan, Five Ingredient Vegan showcases simple yet exciting recipes 

using five ingredients or fewer. It's perfect for vegans and non-vegans alike looking for effortless 

ways to introduce plant-based meals into their everyday cooking.

Katy Beskow is the expert on making easy meals for home cooks, even if you're not confident in the 

kitchen or with vegan cooking. Using ingredients available from your local supermarket and with a 

list of larder essentials, plus helpful tips throughout, you'll have everything you need to fill food with 

taste and texture. With 100 recipes covering soups , lunches, suppers and sweets, you too can get 

maximum flavour with minimal fuss all with just five ingredients.
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Everyone is Creative by Guy Armitage

9781912785698 | Michael O'Mara | PB | R390

Our experiences directly impact our ability to stoke our imaginations and let that creativity flow and 

that is what this book aims to unlock. Part manifesto, part how-to guide, using humour and simple, 

playful prompts and exercises, Guy Armitage arms you with the tools you need to unleash your 

creative spark. From making space for creativity in your life to creating your own inspiration, and 

from planning your project efficiently to seeking proper feedback that will spur you on, Armitage 

addresses so many of the restraints that hold us all back in one way or another. Change is never 

easy (and if you want effective change, neither should it be) but the invaluable lessons found within 

will help enable you to rediscover your creative self.

David Goldblatt: No Ulterior Motive by Judy Ditner, Leslie M Wilson, Matthew S. Witkovsky

9780300273410 | Yale | HB | R1540

Renowned South African photographer David Goldblatt (1930–2018) devoted his life to documenting 

his country and its people. Known for his nuanced portrayals of life under apartheid, Goldblatt 

covered a wide range of subjects, all of them intimately connected to South African history and 

politics. The catalogue, which follows MAPFRE’s well-known design format, includes in-depth essays 

by Judy Ditner and Leslie Wilson and an extensive plate section that illustrates all of the objects in the 

exhibition. From vintage handprints of the artist’s black-and-white work, taken between the 1950s and 

the 1990s, to his post-apartheid, large-format, colour work, these photographs are grouped under 

headers such as “Assembly”, “Disbelief”, “Dialogues”, and “Extraction”.

The Story of the Chanel Bag by Laia Farran Graves 

9781838611521 | Welbeck | HB | R390

Timeless and ever-fashionable, the Chanel handbag is the luxury goods statement piece that is 

always in demand. Since the launch of the 2.55 in 1955, Chanel has unveiled a curated classic 

selection of styles that has reached iconic stature and here you will discover their myriad seasonal 

adaptations, limited editions and special features. From the ultra-rare beaded lucite Cage Flap to the 

discontinued Diana (named after Princess Di), the So Black to the Graffiti backpack, the book traces 

the rise of the Chanel bag from the very first designs to today's releases and charts the Chanel bag in 

popular culture and celebrity fashion. A detailed behind-the-scenes look at the craftsmanship explains 

the details of quilting, leathers and materials, hardware, labels and stitching, as well as how to 

authenticate a Chanel bag. 
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Zendaya by Alison James 

9781789295481 | Michael O'Mara | HB | R390

Zendaya is a phenomenon. Beginning as a precocious child star on the Disney Channel, she has 

since graduated to adult roles in some of the biggest movies of the last five years, including The 

Greatest Showman, Dune and Marvel’s Spider-Man trilogy. In television, she is the star of Euphoria, 

which has become the second most-watched HBO show of all time after Game of Thrones, in large 

part thanks to her presence. Today she is, according to some industry analysts, “the most popular 

actor in the world”. In this riveting and in-depth biography from the publishers of Harry, Adele and 

Billie Eilish, journalist and author Alison James explores every aspect of Zendaya’s life and career to 

date. Featuring a stunning, full-colour photographic plate section and spanning everything from her 

early forays into music, to her sensational ascent in the fashion world and her high-profile personal.

Fashion House Special Edition by Megan Hess

9781743799628 | Hardie Grant | HB | R410

Ever dreamed you could live in the suite of a Manhattan socialite? Or the grand estate of one of 

London's men-about-town, or a Parisian vintage loft? Within the sumptuously illustrated pages of this 

collection, Megan Hess has assembled some of the most decadent and indulgent interior designs 

from around the world, along with suggestions for how you can incorporate their fashionable style 

into your own spaces. 

With a gorgeous updated design and format, Fashion House will inspire and delight anyone with a 

love of fashion, a penchant for interior design or an appreciation for the signature illustrations of 

Megan Hess.

Sex Tips for Creative Lovers by Jüne Plã

9781784886349 | Hardie Grant | PB | R365

In Sex Tips for Creative Lovers, Jüne Plã teaches you how to let go of your hang-ups and explore 

your sexuality at your own pace. You will learn everything there is to know about sex outside of the 

‘penetration’ box, regardless of your gender or sexual orientation. With maps of pleasure zones as 

well as an inventory of moves, it is full of tips and tricks on how to pleasure yourself and your 

partner, resulting in explosive new experiences.

Whether you’re a virgin or sex expert, Sex Tips for Creative Lovers is perfect for anyone wanting to 

reinvigorate their sex life.
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An Apothecary of Art by Ravenous Butterflies

9781849948142 | Abrams | HB | R585

Ravenous Butterflies is the online brainchild of artist Lisa Azarmi and was designed to provide a safe 

sanctuary for emotional wellbeing. An Apothecary of Art is a soothing blend of 80 beautiful paintings 

and inspiring, comforting and uplifting quotes to lift the spirit, calm the mind and heal the soul. 

The contents page is artfully divided into 24 emotional journeys that suggest routes in which to 

navigate the book to explore different feelings along the way, and to provide comfort and solace in 

difficult times. Within these pages you will find both the works of world-renowned masters and the 

paintings of lesser-known talents paired with uplifting thoughts from great poets, writers and 

thinkers. A biographical section on the featured artists will provide context on your new favourite 

finds.

Gabrielle Chanel by Oriole Cullen & Connie Karol Burks

9781838510398 | Abrams | HB | R1345

Some of her most celebrated designs, such as the two-piece suit, the little black dress and the 

quilted handbag, remain in vogue to this day. Chanel designed first and foremost for herself: by 

creating clothes fit for an independent and active lifestyle, she anticipated the needs and wants of 

the modern woman.  This beautiful book showcases a stunning array of Chanel's most notable 

designs from her 60 years in fashion, largely drawn from the collections of the Chanel Patrimoine, 

Paris and the V&A. It examines the cut, construction, embellishment and provenance of the 

ensembles, as well as the design themes and motifs Chanel returned to throughout her career. 

Newly commissioned photographs of the selected pieces, together with archival images, capture the 

design evolution of this fashion icon.

Chanel: Couture and Industry by Amy de la Haye 

9781838510381 | Abrams | HB | R1010

This lavishly illustrated book, newly expanded and updated, examines the creative output of 

Gabrielle 'Coco' Chanel (1883-1971) over the course of her long career and documents the creation 

and meteoric rise of the Chanel fashion empire and the products that bear its exclusive label - haute 

couture, ready-to-wear, accessories, jewellery and perfumes. A final chapter looks at the House 

after Chanel: the vision of creative director Karl Lagerfeld who from 1983 until his death in 2019 

ensured that the brand retained its position at the forefront of fashion's vanguard; and the 

reinterpreting of Chanel fashion signatures by his successor, Virginie Viard, today.
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Paperback Fiction

Lost in Time by A.G. Riddle 

9781804541784 | R305

The SUNDAY TIMES bestseller.

The Mysterious Case of the Alperton 

Angels by Janice Hallett 

9781800810440 | R315

The Instant Sunday Times Bestseller.

Illuminations by Alan Moore 

9781526643179 | R295

The Top 5 Sunday Times Bestseller.

Shield Maiden by Sharon Emmerichs

9781804545577 | R295

A a fantasy novel that will upend everything 

you think you know about Beowulf.

Nights of Plague by Orhan Pamuk 

9780571352951 | R315

An epic and playful mystery of passion, 

fear, scandal and murder, from one of 

history's master storytellers.
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Paperback Non-Fiction

Discipline Is Destiny by Ryan Holiday 

9781788166348 | R350

A New York Times bestseller.

What We Owe The Future by William 

MacAskill

9780861546138 | R305

The Sunday Times Bestseller.
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